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Welcome.

In Neighborhood Mapping Dr. John “Doc” Fuder shows clearly how every Christ-
follower and every church have opportunities to make a profound kingdom impact 
in a community. “Neighbor love” is an important part of following Jesus and we 
must consistently find ways to know our neighbors in order to love and serve them 
well. To do this, we incorporate community analysis, a biblically-based, applied 
diagnosis process that helps churches and ministries understand the unmet 
needs and untapped resources of a neighborhood to then implement data-driven, 
practical initiatives to transform that neighborhood. As we take advantage of 
community analysis, as well as the divine appointments God arranges between us 
and our neighbors in need, we build relationships, develop hearts of compassion, 
effectively share the gospel in fresh and unique ways, and transform ourselves, our 
neighborhoods, and our churches.

This resource is designed for pastors who want to sue Neighborhood Mapping as 
inspiration for a sermon. Perhaps you want to introduce a focus on neighborhood 
ministry or church relevancy in the community with a sermon on the subject. 
Perhaps you want to host an Engage training day that introduces your congregation 
to community analysis and the neighborhood ministry potential your church has 
(information and resources for planning this type of event are available online at 
www.docfuder.com or www.moodyurban.com). Whatever your goals, this resource 
is intended to help you develop the central biblical theme of Neighborhood Mapping 
into a sermon outline, using points from the book as illustrations. 

Introduction
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God is bringing people from every culture, religion, ethnicity, and nation into our 
cities. In a world that is constantly moving and changing, it is imperative that the 
church be an active presence in our neighboring communities and be engaged 
with those needs around us, we have to be increasingly aware of that audience: 
their hopes, their dreams, and their needs. 

Before we can become relevant and invaluable to our neighbors, we must first 
start with asking God to break our hearts, to give us compassion, and to provoke 
our spirits to want to make a change. Our rewards for this work is that the 
neighborhood becomes more peaceful and whole—and so do we.

1. Teaching Point 1: 

We must become willing be have our hearts broken for the   
 people around us.

* Compassion is at the core of our commitment. We’ve run, we’ve moved, 
we’ve sheltered ourselves away, and stayed comfortably inside the walls of 
the church. We know little about our city, neighborhood, suburb. Only those 
who truly have a heart of compassion are able to effectively transform a 
community. We don’t just arrive at compassion; we grow it over time and 
experiences. The more compassionate you become, the more you may feel 
the weight of the world. The key is what we do with that feeling. At times 
you may feel anxious or worried with the revelation of, “God, this is bigger 
than us!” Yet in that feeling of spiritual hurt is also spiritual anger: “Oh, God, 
forgive me. I want to become more aware, more intuned to Your people. I 

THE BIG IDEA 

SCRIPTURE

See Matthew 9:13, 36-38 and Mark 6:34
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haven’t wept over Your communities. I haven’t cared about the darkest places 
where they need You so much. But God, I commit anew to go where You lead.” 
In our inadequacy, our brokenness, we come to a place of confession and 
commitment. That’s when real compassion grows.

2. Teaching Point 2: 

This compassion starts by seeking God’s heart and his   
 leading.

* You can move into a neighborhood, set up church, and start to preach at 
people—and some success may come. But to get to true kingdom life change, 
we must have a willingness to let our hearts be broken with the things that 
break the heart of God. Jesus is our model. In Mark 1:35, we read that, “In 
the early morning, while it was still dark, Jesus got up, left the house, and 
went away to a secluded place, and was praying there.” This wasn’t about 
Jesus checking off His prayer list; this is more of Jesus quieting His heart and 
listening to God’s marching orders for Him. We see Jesus model this pattern 
over and over. We need to spend that kind of time asking God what He wants 
for us in the community and asking Him to break our hearts for those people.

3. Teaching Point 3: 

As we go into our neighborhood, we do best by being    
 humble and willing to learn from our neighbors what they   
 need, hope, and desire.

* Consider using Fuder’s story of meeting and learning from Green Eyes. It 
begins on page 14 (“Many years ago I did my doctoral work . . .”); a good place 
to stop is with this line on page 14: “From my time spent with Green Eyes, I 
was able to understand better the needs of his community and strategize how 
best to minister to them, right where they were.”

See Mark 1:35-39



4. Teaching Point 4: 

Ultimately when we discover what our neighbors really need, 
we not only introduce them to the gospel, but also we make 
God’s name famous.

* When we are committed to the place where people reside, when we rebuild, 
the world takes notice. The nations are all around us and our work is a clear 
testimony to the power of God. Ultimately we work to reach that community so 
that we bring our neighborhoods to Jesus, but also because we are committed 
to making God’s name famous. We serve a mighty God, whose glory fills the 
earth. And the more we work on His behalf, the more the world sees that glory.

It could be powerful to illustrate with two or three of the following. Of course any 
story from the book would work (in particular any of the case study examples 
woven throughout Neighborhood Mapping). Here are some suggestions of how 
to use them.

* By coming alongside our neighbors and offering them dignity in the work 
we do, we empower them and make them more willing to listen to the gospel 
(Haddon Anderson’s story of the man who found employment, xx)
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ILLUSTRATIONS

See Numbers 14:20-21 


